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PERFORMANCE
T
HE ballad, then, is a short traditional narrative poem sung,
with or without accompaniment or dance, in the assemblies
of the people. It is a complete entertainment, and is alive only when
so performed. It satisfied more requirements than does a printed
poem. The story told was enlivened by mime; it had a sprightly
or plaintive tune, and if there were a chorus the public could join
in; in many cases the ballad was made a pretext for dancing. The
various types of folk-song encountered in Rumania have been
named and classified in such a way as to give oral literature the
same range and variety as written literature: there are lyrical
'doine', 'hore', 'colinde', and 'bocete', epic 'balade* and 'plugusori',
dramatic 'oratie' and 'irozi', novelistic 'basme', and miscellaneous
charms and formulas which may be classed as didactic. Similar
divisions might be established for the songs of the Balkans and the
Ukraine. Were the distinctions exact, they might be more generally
applied. In Spain, for instance, the 'romance' is epical, with only
a slight lyrical tinge in certain ballads. There is even a formal dis-
tinction between epic and lyric in oral poetry, since the use of the
'romance' metre implies narrative intent. In some of the finest of
these ballads the narrative lines are reduced to a minimum or quite
omitted. There remain only the speeches of the opposing heroes;
and with the aid of mime, these pieces would be one-man
dramatic entertainments. The closing ballad of the Infantes de Lara
cycle is a breathless dialogue between the villain and the avenger
in the crisis of the action; it is more poignantly dramatic than the
corresponding scene in Lope de Vega's play ElBastardo Mudarra.
Such scenes may have satisfied the popular demand for drama, and
so answer a paradox: for the Spanish people are endowed with a
dramatic instinct which gave the immense harvest of their Golden
Age dramas, and yet seem to have neglected the theatre throughout
the Middle Ages. The Danish Viser' are as vivid and abundant as
Danish medieval literature is meagre.
The earlier modern collectors of ballads were careful to recover
the texts, but tended to ignore the tunes. The tunes were omitted
altogether, or consigned to an appendix, and it was only with the
advent of Ludwig Erk that the same care was given to the music
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